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1 Welcome
Welcome to this study
This study has been designed to be undertaken in two
different contexts: by groups meeting in parishes or other
ministry units (for example, schools), or by people on their
own to do at home. You might want to do it as a family.
There will be passages from the Bible to look at and questions to think about,
and to answer in groups if that is the context you are using. Listen to the
responses that others give, and rejoice in the diversity of views and experiences
– it is one of the delights (and occasional difficulties) of church communities that
we can be so different from one another, and yet come together to worship and
pray and work, serving the communities around us.
There are six studies, which correspond to the six weeks of Lent. Each of them
sets the foundational stories of our faith against our own lived experience. We
can use the biblical stories to shed light on our own lives – and we can also use
our lives to ask questions of the biblical text. At the end, we are invited to
bringing together our reflections, and make them concrete in actions.
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Welcome to Lent
Lent is the period of 40 days leading up to
Easter. It begins on Ash Wednesday, the
day when we are invited to receive on our
foreheads a cross in ashes as we resolve to
put aside the sins and failures of the past
and seek a new beginning with God.
Traditionally the ash is made from the burnt
palm crosses of the year before. It helps us to face up to our own mortality, as
we are encouraged to reflect on the love and redemption offered to us by Christ.
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Ash is what is left over when something is all burnt up. I remember, as do many
of us who have had open fires, cleaning out the grate in the morning and trying
(sometimes unsuccessfully) not to get the ash on the carpet. Or on youth group
trips to the beach, sitting round a fire toasting marshmallows, singing and telling
stories, and then afterwards raking over the embers, dampening the ashes with
sea water to make sure the fire was completely out before everyone got back in
the cars to go home.
Other memories are not so happy. Some of us have had the experience of
collecting the ashes of a loved one who has been cremated. Others may
remember Australian journalist Murray Nicoll reporting live-to-air the burning of
his home during the devastating Ash Wednesday bushfires around Adelaide on
16th February 1983. (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PYSBI5azgBA)
❖ What have been your experiences of ashes?
In the Bible, ashes are a symbol of grief and
repentance. In ancient Israel, to wear sackcloth
(a coarse, black cloth made from goat's hair) and
to cover yourself with ashes was a sign of
mourning, or desolation, or to signal repentance
and humility before God. Job sits among the
ashes during his tribulation and later repents “in
dust and ashes” (Job 2:8, 42:6), Mordecai tears
his clothes, puts on sackcloth and ashes, and
goes out into the midst of the city wailing loudly when he learned about the
king’s decree to kill all the Jews (Esther 4:1). Jesus critiques the towns of
Chorazin and Bethsaida for not repenting in sackcloth and ashes as Tyre and
Sidon would have done in response to deeds of power. (Matt 11:21)
Ash Wednesday services include these words:
‘We begin our journey to Easter with the sign of ashes, an ancient
sign, speaking of the frailty and uncertainty of human life, and
marking the penitence of the community as a whole.’
‘Dust you are, and to dust you shall return. Turn from sin and be
faithful to the gospel.’
Ashes remind us of our origins, as those created “from the dust of the earth,”
and they remind us of our endings. In the funeral service we hear
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Now therefore, N,
we commit your body to be buried/cremated,
earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust;
in the sure and certain hope
of the resurrection to eternal life
in Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
❖ Do you tend to think of ashes as a beginning, or an end? Could they
represent a new beginning?
Phrases like “the frailty and uncertainty of human life” and “the penitence of the
community as a whole” remind us that Lent is both an individual and a collective
journey.
❖ Which looms largest for you?
❖ What does Ash Wednesday mean to you?
❖ What does Lent mean to you?

Keeping Lent
Lent is traditionally a time for fasting, almsgiving (giving money or other things
to those in need), and self-denial. Often people talk about “giving things up for
Lent”, but another way to look at it is to “take something up” – perhaps a
different prayer practice, reading the Bible in a new way, or volunteering with a
service group. Key questions to ask ourselves are
❖ How do I want to be different, when Easter comes?
❖ How do I want the world to be different, when Easter comes?
❖ How do we, in this faith community, want to be different when Easter
comes?
(Will the world really be that different if we give up chocolate?)
A useful reminder:
Lent is 40 days. If you count up the days between Ash Wednesday and
Easter there are more than 40 days – so what’s that about? It’s because
the Sundays are not fast days. And that means that because Sundays are
not fast days whatever you give up for Lent, you can do or have on a
Sunday.
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A text for Ash Wednesday: Isaiah 58:1-12
Shout out, do not hold back!
Lift up your voice like a trumpet!
Announce to my people their rebellion,
to the house of Jacob their sins.
Yet day after day they seek me
and delight to know my ways,
as if they were a nation that practised righteousness
and did not forsake the ordinance of their God;
they ask of me righteous judgements,
they delight to draw near to God.
‘Why do we fast, but you do not see?
Why humble ourselves, but you do not notice?’
Look, you serve your own interest on your fast-day,
and oppress all your workers.
Look, you fast only to quarrel and to fight
and to strike with a wicked fist.
Such fasting as you do today
will not make your voice heard on high.
Is such the fast that I choose,
a day to humble oneself?
Is it to bow down the head like a bulrush,
and to lie in sackcloth and ashes?
Will you call this a fast,
a day acceptable to the Lord?
Is not this the fast that I choose:
to loose the bonds of injustice,
to undo the thongs of the yoke,
to let the oppressed go free,
and to break every yoke?
Is it not to share your bread with the hungry,
and bring the homeless poor into your house;
when you see the naked, to cover them,
and not to hide yourself from your own kin?
Then your light shall break forth like the dawn,
and your healing shall spring up quickly;
your vindicator shall go before you,
the glory of the Lord shall be your rearguard.
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Then you shall call, and the Lord will answer;
you shall cry for help, and he will say, Here I am.
If you remove the yoke from among you,
the pointing of the finger, the speaking of evil,
if you offer your food to the hungry
and satisfy the needs of the afflicted,
then your light shall rise in the darkness
and your gloom be like the noonday.
The Lord will guide you continually,
and satisfy your needs in parched places,
and make your bones strong;
and you shall be like a watered garden,
like a spring of water, whose waters never fail.
Your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt;
you shall raise up the foundations of many generations;
you shall be called the repairer of the breach,
the restorer of streets to live in.
This is one of the Old Testament texts for Ash Wednesday. It’s a classic example
of the prophetic tradition in the Bible, and addresses the central themes of
justice and proper worship. This part of Isaiah comes from the early restoration
period, following the return from exile. It contains a criticism of a particular
group of self-righteous people who engage in religious observances which fail to
meet the test of a genuine relationship with God. They delight in showing off
their piety while missing the essential point, God’s compassionate justice. God
is not impressed.
❖ Why do you think this passage is a traditional text for Ash Wednesday
and the beginning of Lent?
❖ Does it resonate with you – and, if so, how?
Isaiah reminds the people of God that our obligations – the things we owe to
God in worship and service – aren’t fulfilled by outward ritual alone, but also by
our practical caring for the poor and the oppressed, and by the spirit in which we
do these things. Self-denial without love does nothing to bring God’s purpose
for the world any closer. Being absolutely scrupulous about fasting and ritual
has no intrinsic value. Indeed, ritual only has a value when it is the expression of
a just society. Isaiah is blunt: any ritual, any act of worship, that doesn’t involve
treating other people justly isn’t really worship, and doesn’t really matter to God.
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❖ How does this challenge a traditional focus on Lent as a time of private
religious observance?
❖ One scholar sees this passage as an “invitation to delight in the Lord
through worship purified by loving-kindness.” What might that look like
in practice?

Other texts for Ash Wednesday:
Joel 2:1-2,12-17
Psalm 51:1-17
2 Corinthians 5:20b-6:10
Matthew 6:1-6,16-21

Welcome to this theme

Living out of our stories
The idea for this study actually goes back several years to when I was listening to
some people talk about a difficult experience their parish was going through.
“We feel like we are in the wilderness,” someone said – and I got excited. That
was possibly not the most helpful reaction at the time – but the thing that excited
me, and why I reacted so positively, is that the wilderness is the place of
encounter with God. There is a whole series of biblical stories about people
meeting God in the desert, from the Exodus journey, to John the Baptiser, and
Jesus himself: the experience of travelling through rough country and finding
that a new and deeper relationship with God happens there.
Our faith has a number of foundational stories, accounts and experiences that
have formed us as the people of God. They begin in the Old Testament (First
Testament, Hebrew Scriptures) and continue on into the New. These stories
have shaped how we understand ourselves and our relationship with God and
with the world around us.
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Research has shown that how much children know about
their family, and what their relatives before them have
faced, is a huge indicator of how much resilience they
develop.1 Knowing the “family stories” of our ancestors
in the faith can help us navigate our own lives and the lives
of the communities in which we worship and serve.
Each of these studies invites us to set one of the foundational stories of our faith
against our own lived experience. We can look at our lives through the lens of
the biblical stories, and we can also ask questions, putting our experiences and
our forebears in conversation with one another. At the end, we are invited to
bringing together our reflections, and make them concrete in actions: how might
we live, going into the future?
❖ What is your initial reaction to this? Does it excite you?
❖ Do any of the stories particularly resonate with you?

This week, think about the stories that have shaped you, your
family, or your faith community.

THOUGHTS / QUESTIONS

1

Bruce Feiler, “The Stories That Bind Us”, The New York Times, March 15, 2013.
https://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/17/fashion/the-family-stories-that-bind-us-thislife.html?smid=em-share
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2 Creation – all is good
“Let’s start at the very beginning, a
very good place to start.” The Bible
begins with an account of, well,
beginning – the beginning of the
world and the beginning of
humankind. The book of Genesis (a
word which means “origin”) is the
first book of the Bible and that book
starts with two creation stories.
These two stories are different from
one another, and yet both of them
deal with how the world began and how humanity got started. The second one
later tells how things started to go wrong.
These stories – Genesis 1:1-2:4a and Genesis 2:4b-3:24 – are theological and
pastoral affirmations, saying things about God and about ourselves. They are
not, and do not claim to be, abstract or scientific accounts of the origin of the
earth and of humankind. In essence, they talk about ‘Who?’ and not about
“How?” They are stories that begin with God, and then relate God to the created
world in general and then to humankind. The first, with its repeated refrain “and
there was evening and there was morning, the ----- day” reads like a poem. The
second feels like a play in four acts.

❖ “In the beginning, God” – why might this be important to us?

The first creation story

Genesis 1:1-2:4a

What does this story say to us? One of the things it tells us is that creation is not
careless, casual, or accidental. In this story, God creates by speaking: the word
of God shapes and transforms reality. God and God’s creation are bound
together – and that is the presupposition for everything that follows in the Bible:
that relationship between God and the world and humankind. God has not
created the world and then walked away, but continues to be lovingly involved.
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God creates a series of things – light, earth and sea, vegetation, sun, moon, and
stars, animals, and humankind – and then “and God saw that it was good.” This
story assures us that God is a god who cares about goodness and good things. In
the beginning, everything was very good – and “very good” is still what God
wants for creation.

In this story, God says, “Let us make humankind in our image, according to our
likeness,” and it goes on “so God created humankind in his image, in the image
of God he created them; male and female he created them.” (Gen 1:26-27). This
emphasises that all of humanity was created in God’s image (imago Dei, is the
theological jargon: Latin for “image of God”). This is worth remembering, when
we have to deal with someone who is very different from us, or whom we don’t
like very much: they too bear God’s image. It’s the argument Desmond Tutu
made against apartheid: that people of all races were created in the image of
God.
❖ How might understanding that everyone is made in God’s image help
us?
❖ What is harder to accept: that everyone else carries the image of God –
or that YOU do?
❖ God is good, and you bear God’s image: how do you reflect God’s
goodness?

The second creation story

Genesis 2:4b-3:24

This is the one that feels like a play in four acts:
• the placement of the first human one in the garden
• the creation of a helper
• the disruption of the garden
• judgement and expulsion
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A creature is formed from clay (“from the dust of the ground”) and is totally
dependent upon God. A garden is planted, to be a good place for the creature
to live, and two particular trees are identified, one of which is not to be eaten.
The human being is given the
task of caring for and tending
the garden but needs a helper;
several different helpers are
offered until a woman is created
and human community begins.
A new character arrives (a
serpent) who manages to make
the prohibition about eating
from the tree sound like an
option – and the humans eat
what they have been told not to.
They have found an alternative
to God’s way of doing life, and the garden is disrupted. They are sent out of the
garden – but God still cares and provides for them.
This story is often discussed in terms of a “Fall” – which is rather an abstract
notion, or as something which explains how evil came into the world – again, an
abstraction in which the Old Testament is not particularly interested. It tells us,
however, some key things about the relationship between God and humanity. It
is a story about trust and faithful responses to God, and what happens when we
depart from that trusting relationship – and that even when we do God still cares
for us. It emphasises the importance of community, of human beings living and
working together, and how hierarchical relationships (including between men
and women) was not part of God’s original plan.
❖ What do you think this story is telling us about how humanity and God
might relate to one another?
❖ How do you respond to the idea that hierarchical relationships are a
distortion of human community, and that what God intended was
mutuality and equality?
❖ “It is not good to be alone.” What kinds of community sustain you?
❖ How does community function in your parish (or other setting)? What
makes for good community? What disrupts it?
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A text on Creation Psalm 104

God the Creator & Provider

Bless the Lord, O my soul.
O Lord my God, you are very great.
You are clothed with honour and majesty,
wrapped in light as with a garment.
You stretch out the heavens like a tent,
you set the beams of your chambers on the waters,
you make the clouds your chariot,
you ride on the wings of the wind,
you make the winds your messengers,
fire and flame your ministers.
You set the earth on its foundations,
so that it shall never be shaken.
You cover it with the deep as with a garment;
the waters stood above the mountains.
At your rebuke they flee;
at the sound of your thunder they take to flight.
They rose up to the mountains, ran down to the valleys
to the place that you appointed for them.
You set a boundary that they may not pass,
so that they might not again cover the earth.
You make springs gush forth in the valleys;
they flow between the hills,
giving drink to every wild animal;
the wild asses quench their thirst.
By the streams the birds of the air have their habitation;
they sing among the branches.
From your lofty abode you water the mountains;
the earth is satisfied with the fruit of your work.
You cause the grass to grow for the cattle,
and plants for people to use,
to bring forth food from the earth,
and wine to gladden the human heart,
oil to make the face shine,
and bread to strengthen the human heart.
The trees of the Lord are watered abundantly,
the cedars of Lebanon that he planted.
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In them the birds build their nests;
the stork has its home in the fir trees.
The high mountains are for the wild goats;
the rocks are a refuge for the coneys.
You have made the moon to mark the seasons;
the sun knows its time for setting.
You make darkness, and it is night,
when all the animals of the forest come creeping out.
The young lions roar for their prey,
seeking their food from God.
When the sun rises, they withdraw
and lie down in their dens.
People go out to their work
and to their labour until the evening.
O Lord, how manifold are your works!
In wisdom you have made them all;
the earth is full of your creatures.

Psalm 104 is a hymn praising God as the one who created the world and provides
for all creatures that live in it. It speaks of the many creatures made and
sustained by God's wisdom. The world depends on God’s authority, which
producers order and function: life in the world depends on God’s reign. The
psalm celebrates God’s provision of things that bring life: water, food, habitats,
and times. God gives the creatures what they need and what is good for their
life. Like other creatures, humanity also depends on the providing of God. The
psalm goes on to recognise the dependence of all creatures on God for food and
for life itself, and how nourishment by the fruits of the earth is the gift of God.
❖ What picture of God does this give you?
❖ What do you think it is saying about the relationship of human beings to
the rest of creation?
❖ When have you known God’s provision?
❖ How does your faith community acknowledge its dependence on God?
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Other texts about Creation:
John 1:1-5
Psalm 8
Acts 17:24-28
Proverbs 8:22-31

Both creation stories in Genesis include something about the work of
humankind: being fruitful, caring for the earth and for the creatures that live on
it. This tells us something about how we live in this world of ours. Everything
that exists came into being as a result of this one supremely powerful and loving
God. It’s not just human beings who were created and who have a relationship
with God – it’s everything else as well. That should stop us living as if we are the
only ones who matter: the world is about more than just human beings. We are
guardians – kaitiaki – of the environment.
❖ What does this mean in practice for you and for your faith community?
❖ What might all of these stories tell us about how to live with the
creation in God’s world on God’s terms? How does God want us to live?
❖ “Be fruitful and multiply” was originally related to having children – but
there are other ways to understand this. How are you living a fruitful
life? How is the world different because you are in it?
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All is good
The emphasis in these stories on the goodness of God’s creation is worth
pondering some more. Centuries ago, Augustine of Hippo wrote that the
universe was created because of “God’s good purpose to create good.”2 This is a
profoundly anti-dualistic way of seeing the world, affirming both the goodness
of created matter and the supremacy of God. Augustine was arguing that nature
is good, but sin is evil, and therefore is contrary to nature. That means that when
we sin we are departing from what God intended us to be. Thankfully (spoiler
alert!) God provides a way for us to find our way back again.
Moreover, believing that we were created good by a good God is a tremendously
trusting and hopeful position from which to live. It encourages us to look
consciously for the goodness around us, the times and places where people are
living out of that image of God which is part of who they are, as well as the
goodness and beauty of the natural world.

This week, intentionally try to notice what is good around you.

THOUGHTS / QUESTIONS

2

City of God, XI.22.
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3 Exodus – journey out of
slavery
Exodus is another of the
foundational stories for God’s
people, both for Israel and for
the Church – and the Church
sees a continuity between both
of those groups. It is a story
about
journeying
towards
freedom. The word “exodus”
simply means “way out” and
specifically the way out of Egypt.

The Exodus Story
Exodus, the second book of the Bible, takes up where Genesis left off. The
Hebrew people had gone to Egypt to escape a famine but had ended up as slaves.
God raised up a leader, Moses, who was assisted in different ways by his siblings
Aaron and Miriam, and Moses took God’s message to Pharaoh, “Let my people
go.” After a series of miraculous signs (the 10 plagues), culminating in the death
of every Egyptian first-born, Pharaoh finally let the Hebrew people leave Egypt.
The Hebrews were saved from the death of the first-born by the blood of a lamb
on the door-posts so that death passed over their houses – the origin of the feast
of Passover.
God went before them, leading them in a pillar of cloud by day and in a pillar of
fire by night. The Hebrews were rescued from the pursuing Egyptian army when
at God’s direction the Sea of Reeds (sometimes called the Red Sea) opened up
to let them pass through on dry land before the waters came back and drowned
the Egyptians. This story is so important for God’s people the Jews that it is told
and retold in every generation. This story is so important for God’s people the
Christians that it has a key role in our Easter celebrations, and is referenced in
the Easter proclamation the Exultet, part of the Easter Vigil service (night-time
on Holy Saturday or early in the morning on Easter Day).
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A text for Exodus

The Paschal Proclamation, the Exultet

Rejoice, heavenly host! Sing, choirs of angels!
Exult, all creation in the presence of our God!
Jesus Christ, the Prince of peace, is risen!
Sound the trumpet of salvation!
Rejoice, O earth, in shining splendour,
radiant in the brightness of your Saviour!
Christ has triumphed! Glory fills you!
Darkness vanishes for ever!
Rejoice, O Church! Exult in glory!
The risen Christ shines upon you!
Let this place resound with joy,
echoing the mighty song of all God’s people!
It is indeed right that with full hearts and minds and voices we should praise
you, O God, the source and ground of all our being, the Father almighty, and
your only Son, Jesus Christ our Lord, who out of love for those estranged from
you, stretched out his arms upon the cross to enfold us all in his embrace.
For this is the Passover of that true Lamb of God, by whose blood the homes of
all the faithful are marked as yours for ever.
This is the night when of old you delivered the people of Israel from slavery,
leading them dry-shod through the sea, and calling them to be a people after
your own heart.
This is the night when Jesus your anointed one vanquished the power of death
and rose triumphant from the grave.
This is the night when all who believe in him are set free, and empowered to
serve in grace and holiness.
Most blessed of all days, when mourning is turned to joy, for evil could not
destroy the Lord of love, and we have a foretaste of the glorious liberty of the
children of God.
Day truly blessed, when heaven is wedded to earth and all creation reconciled
to the one who fashions it!
Therefore, ever-loving God, in the joy of this day, receive our sacrifice of praise,
your Church’s solemn offering. Accept this Easter candle. May it always make
our darkness light; for Christ our Morning Star has risen and sheds his peaceful
light on all creation, and is alive and reigns for ever and ever. Amen.
❖ What parallels do you see between the Hebrews being saved from
slavery in Egypt and us being saved by Christ?
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Journey from slavery to freedom
Once the Hebrews left Egypt they journeyed through the wilderness, first to
Mount Sinai, where God made a covenant with the people and gave them laws
to help them live and worship, and then on to the land that God had promised
them. This took them a lot longer than one might expect. Exodus is about
getting away from slavery and making your way into freedom. The story of the
book of Exodus shows how difficult that can be, because it tells of the Hebrews
wandering through the desert for 40 years, moaning and complaining at regular
intervals.
Every time life got difficult – when food or water looked to be running out, or
other people-groups threatened their journey – the Hebrews complained,
regretted leaving Egypt, and wanted to go back there. This complaining
(sometimes called “the murmuring motif”) is a constant theme. It happens over
and over, and we see both Moses and God getting frustrated – and yet both God
and Moses hang in there and keep leading this people.
… the Israelites also wept again, and said,
‘If only we had meat to eat! We remember
the fish we used to eat in Egypt for
nothing, the cucumbers, the melons, the
leeks, the onions, and the garlic; but now
our strength is dried up, and there is
nothing at all but this manna to look at.’
(Numbers 11:4-6)
This is a story about how you can get the people out of Egypt in a matter of days,
but it takes far longer to get Egypt out of the people. They had to learn to trust
God when life felt difficult and they didn’t know exactly where they were going.
And they had to learn how to be a free people after living for generations as
slaves – and the place where they learned this was in the wilderness.
❖ When has your faith community looked back at the past through rosecoloured spectacles?
❖ What role does complaining have in your own life? In the life of your
faith community?
❖ Material and spiritual well-being are often linked: a crisis of daily need
or physical suffering sometimes leads to a crisis of faith. Why can it be
hard to discern God’s presence when life gets hard?
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The Hebrew people were coming to grips with the idea of not being slaves any
longer – but the story does not speak of this liberation as a freeing from all
restraints: it is not a Declaration of Independence. The book of Exodus begins
with them subjected to enforced servitude to a human ruler, Pharaoh, and it
ends with their willing service to God. Bypassing Sinai on the way to the
Promised Land is not an option. As the hymn expresses it,
Lord of all power, I give you my will,
in joyful obedience your tasks to fulfil.
Your bondage is freedom, your service is song,
and, held in your keeping, my weakness is strong.
At Sinai the people were given a number of laws relating to worship and to living
life as a member of a community under God. The best known of these is the
Decalogue (literally, the ten words), often called
the Ten Commandments, which give us
obligations towards God and towards one
another. These rules did not come out of
nowhere – they are set in the context of the
relationship which already existed between God
and the people. “Then God spoke all these
words: ‘I am the Lord your God, who brought
you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of
slavery; you shall have no other gods before me.’” (Exodus 20:1-3) And yet, over
and over – even while the people are still camped around Mt Sinai – we see them
breaking these laws, even worshipping a golden calf instead of God.
❖ Many communities (sports teams, clubs, parishes, or countries) have
laws or rules. What is the place of such laws?
❖ It is said that one of the lessons of Exodus is that true freedom is found
only in the service of God. What do you think of this?

Meeting God in the wilderness
The wilderness is the place of encounter with God. I imagine the Hebrews
wandering through the desert, not quite knowing where they were going and
when they would get there and asking, like children on a car trip, “Are we nearly
there yet?” Part of the Exodus experience is living with uncertainty. This involves
learning to follow and learning to trust – trust that God knows where we are
going even when we don’t. This pattern of meeting God in the wilderness recurs
18

often in the story of the people of God. Jesus went into the wilderness for 40
days following his baptism (see Luke 4:1-13, the Gospel reading for the 1st
Sunday in Lent). Early monasticism began when men and women retreated into
the desert to seek God away from the distractions of life in cities. The practice
of a regular retreat – getting away from your daily life to spend time alone with
God – is a useful spiritual practice.
❖ What experiences have you had with retreats?
❖ What about ‘metaphorical deserts’ – difficult periods in your life? Have
those been times when you drew near to God?

Other texts about Exodus:
Psalm 78:12-55
Deuteronomy 26:1-11

Entering the Promised Land
The first time the Hebrews arrived at the border of the Promised Land, they sent
out twelve scouts to explore the territory. Most of them (all but Caleb and
Joshua) we were so overawed by the people who lived there that they took fright
and suggested going back to Egypt. The people rebelled and as a consequence
were turned back and had to continue wandering in the wilderness. Of the
generation that left Egypt, only Caleb and Joshua entered the land.
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William Bridges in Managing Transitions (1991) notes that change is something
that happens to people, even if they don't agree with it, whereas transition is
internal: it's what happens in people's minds as they go through change. He
highlights three stages of transition that people go through when they
experience change:
• Ending, Losing, and Letting Go
• the Neutral Zone
• the New Beginning
What Bridges found was that you have to leave before you can arrive. You have
to say farewell to the old situation and go through a period of confusion and
distress before you will be ready to enter into the new beginning. People often
try to skip straight from the first stage directly to the last – but that doesn’t work.
The bridge between the old and the new takes time to cross. This parallels the
Exodus journey: leaving Egypt, the long uncomfortable years wandering around
in the wilderness, and finally the entry into the Promised Land.
❖ Have you experienced a difficult transition? How might the Exodus story
help you to process it?
❖ Many families have stories about a journey to a new place. Does yours?
What lessons might be embedded in stories like that?

This week, think about your journeys, physical or metaphorical.
If there was struggle, what did that teach you?

THOUGHTS / QUESTIONS
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4

Exile – will we get home
again?

Think of all that “home” means for you – safety, stability, the place you know
and where they know you. Then imagine being ripped away from home, forced
to leave and taken off to a far country where everything is different. That
experience of being driven into exile was traumatic for God’s people. After the
Exodus (the escape from Egypt) the Exile was the most significant event for God’s
people in the Old Testament.

The Exile Story
After the initial kings (Saul, David, and Solomon) the Israelite empire was split
into two kingdoms – Israel in the north and Judah in the south. From the eighth
century BCE both kingdoms were threatened by foreign empires, and gradually
got weaker. Israel fell after attacks by Assyria, during which some of its leading
people were taken into captivity, and its capital Samaria was overrun in 722 BCE.
Many of the remaining people were scattered throughout the Assyrian Empire,
and other groups of people were brought in to replace them. This was the end
of Israel as a nation.
Judah managed to survive for another century. The king of Babylon,
Nebuchadnezzar, besieged Jerusalem in 605 BCE. Large numbers of the Judeans
were taken into exile in Babylon in several waves, in 597 BCE – when Jerusalem
was sacked and burned – and 582 BCE. Zedekiah, the last king of Judah, tried to
escape but was blinded after seeing his sons slaughtered, and also taken to
Babylon.
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This was the era of many of the prophets: Amos, Hosea, Isaiah of Jerusalem
(Isaiah 1-39), Micah in the eighth century, later Jeremiah, Ezekiel and others.
They tried to warn the rulers and the people that if they were not faithful to the
terms of the covenant relationship with God disaster would happen. By and
large, their warnings were not heeded.
The consequences of the Exile were profound. The leaders were killed or taken
away. The temple was destroyed, and with it the whole religious system of
worship and sacrifices. The land – the Promised Land, in which the people had
lived since the Exodus, which they believed God had given them – was
incorporated into the Babylonian Empire. The temple and the land meant
identity and nationhood – and now they were gone. Did this mean God had
deserted them? Or was God powerless in the face of the people and the gods of
Babylon? How could they worship? How could they live? They had to reevaluate everything they knew about themselves, their God, and their place in
the world. It was devastating.
❖ What other examples of such devastation do you know of?
❖ Has anything like that ever happened to you, or to someone in your
family? How did you/they cope?

A text for Exile Psalm 137
By the rivers of Babylon—
there we sat down and there we wept
when we remembered Zion.
On the willows there
we hung up our harps.
For there our captors
asked us for songs,
and our tormentors asked for mirth, saying,
‘Sing us one of the songs of Zion!’
How could we sing the Lord’s song
in a foreign land?
If I forget you, O Jerusalem,
let my right hand wither!

“The Yearning of Exiles” mosaic
by Marc Chagall at the Knesset
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Let my tongue cling to the roof of my mouth,
if I do not remember you,
if I do not set Jerusalem
above my highest joy.
Remember, O Lord, against the Edomites
the day of Jerusalem’s fall,
how they said, ‘Tear it down! Tear it down!
Down to its foundations!’
O daughter Babylon, you devastator!
Happy shall they be who pay you back
what you have done to us!
Happy shall they be who take your little ones
and dash them against the rock!
Psalm 137 is the quintessential psalm of
the Exile, full of pain and bitter
memories. It describes the experiences
of a captive, deported people, taunted
by their captors, refusing to sing songs of
joy and praise to God while stuck in an
alien land filled with alien gods. It reeks
of despair. They promise Jerusalem that
they will never forget: whatever happens, they will remember. They ask God to
remember Jerusalem also, by destroying those who conquered it, Edom and
Babylon. It is a naked appeal for retribution, and we shy away from the pain and
the anger here. When Psalm 137 appears in A New Zealand Prayer Book, those
verses are absent. And yet the passion here comes from an understanding of
Jerusalem as the place of God’s dwelling and of God’s reign as something
revealed in the affairs of people and nations. There are prophecies that look for
the punishment of Edom and Babylon in Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel.
❖ Can you relate to this experience of exile?
❖ What is the place of memory in grief? What effect does refusing to
forget have?
❖ What is your reaction to that desire for retribution?
❖ Would you have left that last section of the psalm in place in the prayer
book? Why, or why not?
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Living in Exile
Although the Exiles hoped for a speedy return to their own land this was not to
be. This was the time associated with Esther and Daniel, and with a number of
prophets, including Second Isaiah (Isaiah 40-55), Ezekiel (who was deported in
597BCE) and some of Jeremiah. We get a sense of what it was like for the
Israelites living as a minority amid other peoples. Jeremiah insisted that the exile
in Babylon would last for some time, before they could eventually return home.
Thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, to all the exiles whom I
have sent into exile from Jerusalem to Babylon: Build houses and live
in them; plant gardens and eat what they produce. Take wives and
have sons and daughters; take wives for your sons, and give your
daughters in marriage, that they may bear sons and daughters;
multiply there, and do not decrease. But seek the welfare of the city
where I have sent you into exile, and pray to the Lord on its behalf, for
in its welfare you will find your welfare. ( Jeremiah 29:4-7)
This – the news that they would be in Exile for several generations and especially
the command to pray for the welfare of Babylon – was not what they wanted to
hear. Much easier to cope with was the beginning of Second Isaiah, with its
message of comfort and the prospect of return on a super-highway.
Comfort, O comfort my people,
says your God.
Speak tenderly to Jerusalem,
and cry to her that she has served her term,
that her penalty is paid,
that she has received from the Lord’s hand
double for all her sins.
A voice cries out:
‘In the wilderness prepare the way of the Lord,
make straight in the desert a highway for our God.
Every valley shall be lifted up,
and every mountain and hill be made low;
the uneven ground shall become level,
and the rough places a plain.
Then the glory of the Lord shall be revealed,
and all people shall see it together,
for the mouth of the Lord has spoken.’ (Isaiah 40:1-5)
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❖ Comfort and the prospect of return – or settle down and live there
peacefully: which message resonates more with you?
❖ What are ways in which a group of exiles could hold together as a
community and preserve a sense of their identity? What would
you find most helpful?

The Return
Eventually, Babylon was defeated by the Persians and in 539BCE the Persian
Emperor Cyrus gave permission for the Jews to return home. Not everyone
wanted to go back, but those that did went in three groups – in 538BCE, 455BCE,
and 445BCE. When they returned, they found Jerusalem in ruins and another
group, the Samaritans, occupying the territory. Some settled in other villages
rather than live in Jerusalem. The Samaritans’ offer to cooperate was rejected,
and so they opposed the plans of the returned exiles and disrupted the
rebuilding of the temple for ten years. This was the period of Ezra and
Nehemiah, and a number of prophets, including Haggai, Zechariah, Third Isaiah
(Isaiah 56-65), and Malachi.
We can grasp some of the difficulties in restoring
the temple from Haggai: money, food, and labour
were in short supply, people had prioritised
building shelter for themselves, and some who
remembered the original temple were dismayed at
the appearance of the rebuilt version. For those
who had spent years thinking their problems would
be over if they could return home, the reality was
very different.
Indeed, the return was difficult. Leaders like Ezra
and Nehemiah realised that the people had
become disconnected from the covenant with God.
The rich were exploiting the poor, Sabbath was not properly observed, the
festivals were not kept, and many Jewish people were intermarrying with
foreigners. Ezra staged a reading of the Law to connect the community with
their roots, with the way they believed God wanted them to be – and he made
them put away their foreign spouses.
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❖ The Israelites were torn away from home and taken to a far country –
where they settled. Then they could return, but not everyone did.
Where was home for them? Where is home for you?
❖ Rebuilding the temple or building shelter for your family: which would
you choose?
❖ Have you had the experience of looking forward to something so much
– only to find that when it actually happens, it‘s not so great?

Other texts about Exile (and Return):
Lamentations
Psalm 44
Daniel 6
Isaiah 60:1-5

After the Return
After a trauma, nothing is ever the same again. Whether it happens to an
individual, a family, a parish, or a whole nation, the experience of crisis
changes the way we think – about ourselves and about life in general. Some
of those changes are positive, others may be less so. Sometimes the things
you need to do to hold yourself or the community together lead to problems
in the future.
The exile and return changed Judaism, from something that revolved around
the temple and the animal sacrifices offered there to worship in synagogues
and the study and teaching of the Torah. Even once the temple was rebuilt,
worship there (by local Jews and those who travelled back to Jerusalem)
existed alongside synagogue worship, especially the singing of the psalms,
and the teaching of the rabbis.
The exiles had learned that God was not limited to a particular place, that
worship was possible anywhere. They had learned that their identity as a
people was not dependent on the borders of a particular land, and that God’s
passion for justice was similarly not restricted by geography. They were
reminded that God is faithful even when God’s people are not. But the new
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emphasis on ethnic purity and the insistence that true spirituality was
somehow connected with carefully observing detailed rules and regulations
was transformed into the sort of legalism that we see Jesus critiquing.
❖ Have you learned God’s faithfulness through a difficult experience?
❖ Sometimes the things we need to do in order to survive can rebound
on us later, and trap us into unhelpful ways of thinking or acting. Is
that something you have experienced? Has it happened in your
faith community?

Are we in exile?
Exile and return is one of the recurring patterns in the Bible, in the stories of the
people of God. The people of Judah were deported, and many (not all) came
home again to Jerusalem and the surrounding country. In the New Testament
we find details of Jews, and Jewish Christians, having to leave Jerusalem or
Rome. But the Exile and Return theme goes further back and further forward
than that. In the early chapters of Genesis we have the story of the disobedience
of the first humans, and of their exile from the garden. Those first humans are
all of us, and there is a sense in which we are all in exile, seeking for a return
home, longing for something more – no matter where we live. Paul tells the
Philippians, “Our citizenship is in heaven, and it is from there that we are
expecting a Saviour, the Lord Jesus Christ.” (Phil 3:20) When will we get home?
❖ How is Exile part of the human condition?
❖ How might we balance a seeing ourselves as pilgrims and sojourners
whose real home is elsewhere, with a commitment to this planet and its
people?

This week, think about your place in the world: where is home?

THOUGHTS / QUESTIONS
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5 Dying and rising – death is
not the end

Let’s acknowledge something right away: death is real and it hurts. When
someone we love dies, it’s one of the hardest things we ever have to face.
Whether their death comes at the end of a long period of illness or decline,
or unexpectedly without warning, it hits us hard. We grieve and we mourn.
We don’t really “get over it” but learn to live with a gap in our lives.
And the fear of death – either our own or that of those we are close to – is
just as real. For some of us, fearing death means being afraid of whatever it
is that comes after we draw our last breath (and the very mysteriousness of
it is scary), for others it means a fear of dying painfully or alone. The fear
leads to euphemisms – some see “death” as such a scary word that they use
other expressions: “passed on,” “passed away,” “departed,” “we lost her,”
“when I kick the bucket.”
Death – how it happens and how people deal with it – is one of those themes
that recur through our family histories. I knew a woman whose mother died
when she was about five, at Christmastime, and her memories of how the
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Christmas tree was taken off the table so that her mother’s coffin could lie
there coloured her feelings about Christmas the rest of her life.
❖ What stories does your family tell about the death of its members?
❖ Or is death never talked about at all? What does that do?

Death in the Bible
The Bible talks a lot about death. Spoiler alert: almost everyone in it dies.
“Almost everyone” because there are a couple of stories about people not dying:
Elijah was whirled away in a chariot of fire (2 Kings 2:1-15) and Enoch also
ascended to God without mention of any death (Genesis 5:24, Hebrews 11:5) –
but for the vast majority of cases, everyone dies. Sometimes death happens
naturally, as a result of sickness or old age – in Genesis, Sarah dies, then
Abraham. Women die in childbirth (Jacob’s wife, Rachel), men die in battle (Saul
and Jonathan). Death is part of the general scheme of things: there is “a time to
be born and a time to die.” (Ecclesiastes 3:2) Sometimes death is brought about
by some evil, either their own (the idea of death as a punishment) or someone
else’s misdeeds. Joshua 7 depicts the death of Achan and his family because he
stole some things that were supposed to have been devoted to God, and the
Levitical code prescribes death as the punishment for some offences.
The Bible doesn’t ignore the grief that follows death.
We have Rachel weeping for her children, and
refusing to be comforted because they are no more
(Jeremiah 31:15), David’s beautiful lament for Saul
and Jonathan (“The Song of the Bow” 2 Samuel
1:17—27), and Jesus weeping at the tomb of his
friend Lazarus. It is one of the strengths of Scripture
that it takes human emotion seriously and doesn’t
try to sweep it under the carpet.
❖ When Lazarus dies, both of his sisters, Martha and Mary, say to Jesus
“Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have died.” How
does that capture human experience?
The Gospels also show us Jesus’ power over death, as we see him giving back life
to the daughter of Jairus, the son of the widow of Nain, and his friend Lazarus.
There are parallels with stories of the prayers of the prophets Elijah and Elisha
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restoring life to widow’s sons, and of Peter and Paul doing likewise. For those
people their initial death was not final, yet there is no suggestion that they would
not at some point in the future have to die again.
The New Testament also speaks of death in a metaphorical sense, as a way of
describing distance or separation, from God, or from one’s community or from
the source of one’s identity. When the younger son in the parable returns his
father says, “ … let us eat and celebrate; for this son of mine was dead and is
alive again; he was lost and is found!” (Luke 15:11-32) These metaphors work
because of the huge disparity between life and death and our deep-rooted
preference for life.
In the Gospel of John, life and death are connected with having faith or not
having faith in Jesus. “And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness,
so must the Son of Man be lifted up, that whoever believes in him may have
eternal life. For God so loved the world that he gave his only Son, so that
everyone who believes in him may not perish but may have eternal life.” (John
3:15-16) Here, eternal life exists alongside biological life, and those who do not
believe are in death even while biological life continues. Before Lazarus was
raised to life, Jesus says to Martha, “I am the resurrection and the life. Those
who believe in me, even though they die, will live, and everyone who lives and
believes in me will never die.” (John 11:25-26)

Jesus’ death and resurrection
The life, death, and resurrection of Jesus is
the pivotal story of the Christian life. All of
the Gospels deal extensively with the death
of Jesus on a Roman cross and with his being
raised from the dead on the third day
afterwards. All of them bear witness to the
resurrection, either disciples seeing the
empty tomb and angels, appearances of the
risen Lord and/or the testimony of those
who saw Jesus alive again. Jesus predicts his
death and resurrection, and yet it came as a surprise to all of his followers.
Much of the New Testament – the preaching in Acts, the letters to various
communities, and the Gospel narratives – shows us the early church’s developing
understanding of this crucial event. The resurrection of Jesus has implications
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beyond his own return to life. Whoever believes in Jesus will live and share in
his resurrection, as will all creation. Jesus is the first-born from the dead, and
the pioneer of our salvation, one who goes ahead into new territory to lead the
way and mark out the trail for those who come afterwards (Colossians 1:18,
Revelation 1:5, Hebrews 2:10). Paul describes Christ as being “raised from the
dead, the first fruits of those who have died” – and first fruits was the first part
of the agricultural harvest, brought in as a guarantee that the whole harvest will
follow. Because Christ was raised from the dead so all will be made alive in him.
Paul in particular understands the death and resurrection of Christ as a
destruction of the powers of death itself: “Death has been swallowed up in
victory.” (1 Corinthians 15) The implications of this are profound. Death will,
for the moment, continue to exist and to touch all our lives, but it is not the end
– neither of us, of all those we love, or of the world itself.
One of the prayers for use in the funeral service captures this idea:
God of grace
we thank you for sending your son, Jesus Christ,
who by his death has destroyed the power of death,
and by his glorious resurrection
has opened the Kingdom of heaven to all believers.
Grant us to know that because Christ lives,
we shall live also,
and that neither death nor life
shall be able to separate us from your love. Amen.
(ANZPB, 834.)
❖ The funeral service is realistic in its acknowledgement of the pain and
sorrow we feel when someone we love dies, but it stresses the strength
of God’s love which can meet us in our grief. How have you
experienced this?
❖ How has your life or the lives of those you know been touched by this
resurrection hope?
❖ One of the hardest things about lock-down was the impact it had on the
holding of funeral services. How did your faith community cope with
this?
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A text for dying and rising

Ezekiel 37:1-14

The hand of the Lord came upon me, and he brought me out by the
spirit of the Lord and set me down in the middle of a valley; it was full
of bones. He led me all round them; there were very many lying in the
valley, and they were very dry. He said to me, ‘Mortal, can these bones
live?’ I answered, ‘O Lord God, you know.’ Then he said to me,
‘Prophesy to these bones, and say to them: O dry bones, hear the word
of the Lord. Thus says the Lord God to these bones: I will cause breath
to enter you, and you shall live. I will lay sinews on you, and will cause
flesh to come upon you, and cover you with skin, and put breath in
you, and you shall live; and you shall know that I am the Lord.’
So I prophesied as I had been
commanded; and as I prophesied,
suddenly there was a noise, a rattling, and
the bones came together, bone to its
bone. I looked, and there were sinews on
them, a nd flesh had come upon them,
and skin had covered them; but there was
no breath in them. Then he said to me,
‘Prophesy to the breath, prophesy, mortal, and say to the breath: Thus
says the Lord God: Come from the four winds, O breath, and breathe
upon these slain, that they may live.’ I prophesied as he commanded
me, and the breath came into them, and they lived, and stood on their
feet, a vast multitude.
Then he said to me, ‘Mortal, these bones are the whole house of Israel.
They say, “Our bones are dried up, and our hope is lost; we are cut off
completely.” Therefore prophesy, and say to them, Thus says the Lord
God: I am going to open your graves, and bring you up from your
graves, O my people; and I will bring you back to the land of Israel. And
you shall know that I am the Lord, when I open your graves, and bring
you up from your graves, O my people. I will put my spirit within you,
and you shall live, and I will place you on your own soil; then you shall
know that I, the Lord, have spoken and will act, says the Lord.
Ezekiel’s vision, dating from the time of the Exile, is a call to life out of death
through God’s prophetic word. The metaphor of dried-out bones illustrates the
physical and spiritual weakness of the people. Its picture of bones coming
together again and being reclothed with flesh and skin is tremendously hopeful.
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The key question, “Mortal, can these bones live?” seems to call for only one
answer, but Ezekiel is aware that God’s power extends even into the realm of
death. This passage is held together by repetition of breath / wind / spirit (all
one word in the Hebrew) – hence it is one of the texts for Pentecost.
❖ In Ezekiel's vision, wind / spirit represents the power of God to bring
new life. When have you known new life come to something that
seemed completely dead? The embers of a fire? A relationship? A
parish?

Other texts about Dying and Rising
Luke 24: 1-12, 13-35, 36-43
John 12:24-25
John 20:1-31
Revelation 7:9-17

So how then do we live?
The death and resurrection of Christ changes everything, and our participation
in this should affect the way we live. Paul told the Roman Christians, “Therefore
we have been buried with him by baptism into death, so that, just as Christ was
raised from the dead by the glory of the Father, so we too might walk in newness
of life. For if we have been united with him in a death like his, we will certainly
be united with him in a resurrection like his.” (Romans 6:4-5)
One of the thoughts behind this is that Easter is the beginning of something
completely new. It doesn’t only mean that we will live again after we die – it also
means we are called to live a new sort of life here and now, a life touched by the
power of the resurrection.
When we say in the Nicene creed “We look for the resurrection of the dead and
a life of the world to come” we are affirming the hope of what will happen after
we die, our participation in the life in which we, along with countless others, will
live together with God, as the hymn goes, “lost in wonder, love and praise.” But
this “life of the world to come” is not totally in the future, and not totally in
another place: the world to come has already begun. The Christian hope is not
a passive waiting around for “pie in the sky when you die.” It is a commitment
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to this world, to this earth, as we join together in continuing Christ’s work of
getting it ready to be remade anew.
❖ What might “walking in newness of life” look like in practice – for you
and for your faith community?
❖ What signs of this new sort of life, a life touched by the power of the
resurrection, have you noticed lately?

Death is not the end – it can be a beginning
Jesus told some of his followers,
“Very truly, I tell you, unless a
grain of wheat falls into the earth
and dies, it remains just a single
grain; but if it dies, it bears much
fruit.” (John 12:24) The point is
that if the grain of wheat isn’t
buried in the earth, if it doesn’t
die, then there will be no fruit.
When Jesus said this, he was
preparing himself, and his
disciples, for his death, and hinting that they too must be prepared to die. That
being prepared to die so that new life and new fruit can emerge is something we
see in Jesus’ own story, and in the stories of many of our ancestors in the faith.
The old saying “the blood of the martyrs is the seed of the church” comes to
mind here.
But this need not be about losing one’s life in a physical sense. Jesus’ words can
remind us that death, or any other ending, is not really the end, and so we do
not have to fear it or see it as failure. Sometimes we have to be prepared to
bring something to a close, to see it “die” before it is possible for something else
to begin. Sometimes, endings come before beginnings.
❖ Does your faith community have stories about bringing a ministry
(maybe even the parish itself) to an end, so that something new can
emerge?
❖ Instead of seeing an ending (even a death) as a failure, what if you saw
it as giving space for a new beginning? Sometimes we can only notice
this in retrospect – has that happened with you?
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An Easter Sermon
In his Easter Day sermon in 2021, Archbishop
of Canterbury Justin Welby called Death a liar
for claiming to have the final word on life.
“Death is the greatest and most devastating
liar,” he said: “the lie that the final breath is
the end, there is nothing more; the lie that we
will always be separated from those we have
loved, ultimately losing those we love for
ever. . . Of course death matters. It is brutal,
terrible, and cruel. But it lies when it claims to
be the final word.”
“Easter”, he said, “calls time on the lie.” “If death is telling the truth, then we
may as well live for ourselves. Then the last year is yet another cruel period of
history taking from us those whom we loved, ending lives cruelly and tragically.”
Archbishop Justin invited individuals and the world to respond by recognising the
“life and hope” of the crucified and risen Jesus Christ. “The joy and purpose he
gave to the disciples is exactly the same as is offered to us today. We are each
and all invited to accept that new reality, welcoming the living dynamic presence
of God into our lives.”
❖ How do Archbishop Justin’s words – written against the background of
the Covid pandemic – touch you?
❖ How might you welcome God’s dynamic presence into your life?

This week think about signs of new life and endings that turn
into beginnings: where have you noticed this?

THOUGHTS / QUESTIONS
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6 Blessed to be a blessing –
looking outwards

All cultures have ancestor stories. Foundational ones that shape that culture,
that family, from the very beginning. Here is our ancestor story as the people of
God: we are blessed by God to be a blessing for others.

A text for a blessing people

Genesis 12:1-3

Now the Lord said to Abram, ‘Go from your country and your kindred
and your father’s house to the land that I will show you. I will make of
you a great nation, and I will bless you, and make your name great, so
that you will be a blessing. I will bless those who bless you, and the one
who curses you I will curse; and in you all the families of the earth shall
be blessed.’
Genesis 12 marks a new beginning in the overall story of God and humanity.
Genesis 1–11, also known as the Primeval History, recounts the beginnings of
the world – the theological tale of the creation of all things and the start of
human life in communities. Two themes dominate in those stories: the tendency
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of human beings to rebel against God and the consequences which follow from
that, and the continued blessing of God that seeks to connect with humanity in
spite of that rebellion and its effects.
From God’s interaction with increasing numbers of people in the earlier part of
Genesis, the focus narrows to one person, one couple, and one family. Abraham
is called by God to leave all that it is
familiar (his country, his relatives,
his father’s house) and to venture
out into the unknown. He is
accompanied by his wife Sarai
(later, Sarah) who, as we have been
told, is unable to have children. The
rest of Genesis – indeed the rest of
the Bible – is the story of what
happened next. It is the story of
Abraham and Sarah, their son Isaac and his wife Rebekah, their sons Esau and
Jacob, Jacob’s wives and their twelve sons – one of whom, Joseph, led the people
to Egypt – and so, into the Exodus, the Promised Land, the Davidic kingdom, the
Exile and return, down to Jesus and all that follows from him, including us. Three
faiths: Judaism, Christianity, and Islam can trace their descent back to Abraham
and Sarah. That story of God’s call and promise, and Abraham’s response to that
call, is one of our ancestor stories. That promise, of land and descendants, was
vital to the people of Abraham’s day and in our own.
❖ What part do concerns around land and descendants play in your life?
Are these things that you and your family value?
God promised to make of Abraham a great nation: to give him as many
descendants as there are stars in the sky, to bring him to “the land that I will
show you” and give him that land. Abraham would be blessed and his name
would be great. As we read through the stories, we become aware that the
promise was bigger than Abraham. It is worth noting that Abraham did not see
all the blessing before he died: the Letter to the Hebrews notes that Abraham
died in faith without having received the promises (Hebrews 11:13). Indeed, at
the time Abraham died he had only a handful of children (Ishmael and Isaac, and
the six children by his wife Keturah) and the only land he owned was the field
where Sarah was buried. Abraham moved forward in faith in response to that
call to journey and that promise, and the effects of that, are still felt today.
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“In you all the families of the earth shall be blessed”
God’s choice of this family does not mean that God has abandoned everyone
else. Abraham and Sarah were chosen by God for a long term project of blessing
the world. They were part of God’s strategy, God’s continuing commitment to
humanity. Throughout the Old Testament we encounter the idea that part of
the vocation of the people of Israel was to be a sign and an invitation to other
nations to be blessed by God. Sometimes, peace was given to Israel to share
with other nations.
On this mountain the Lord of hosts will make for all peoples a feast of
rich food, a feast of well-aged wines, of rich food filled with marrow,
of well-aged wines strained clear. And he will destroy on this mountain
the shroud that is cast over all peoples, the sheet that is spread over
all nations; he will swallow up death forever. (Isaiah 25:6-7)
The faithfulness of God, which is one of the greatest themes of the Bible, is linked
to this desire of God to bless what God has created. “The earth is the Lord's and
all that is in it, the world and those who live in it.” (Psalm 24:1) God remains
committed to the earth and its inhabitants, and chose one group of people to be
key instruments of this commitment. There is a sense in which the Great
Commission, Jesus’ commandment to his disciples to “Go and make disciples of
all nations,” is a continuation of the promise to Abraham, for it is about blessing
all peoples by bringing them in to a closer relationship with God.
Mary's song of praise, the Magnificat, takes up this
theme of blessed to be a blessing. Mary acknowledges
that God has looked with favour on her, and from now
on “all generations will call me blessed.” She goes on to
set out some of the blessings which will come to others,
and in particular to those who are lowly and hungry, and
she notes that God’s help is “according to the promise
he made to our ancestors, to Abraham and his
descendants forever.” (Luke 1:47-55)
Luke's Gospel frequently circles back to the promises of God and their fulfilment.
Part of that – and this is something that comes through in the Magnificat – is that
sometimes God’s promises can take a very long time before their fulfilment.
Sometimes it is like Abraham waiting all his life and still not receiving land and
descendants in the vast quantity that is part of the promise. Yet the promise of
blessing was bigger than Abraham and Sarah, and it is bigger than us.
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❖ Have you ever been promised something and had to wait a long time
before receiving it? How did that feel? Was it difficult to continue
believing in the promise?
❖ How do you imagine Abraham felt towards the end of his life?
“Blessing” is associated with happiness or welfare; it includes gifts or benefits
bestowed on someone, especially by God. It can also relate to good words or
the good report that others give of someone (and also the blessing we say over
our food). Ephesians 1:3 blesses God for all the blessings that we are given in
Christ. So a blessing is a statement of good will and happiness, as well as the
condition that fulfils those good words. Blessings can be spiritual, or material
benefits. In 2 Corinthians 9, Paul writes that “God is able to provide you with
every blessing in abundance, so that by always having enough of everything, you
may share abundantly in every good work.” He is saying that God blesses us so
that we can bless others. “Blessed” can also mean set apart as holy, sanctified.
❖ Describing yourself as “blessed” can mean fortunate or sanctified – what
difference does that make to how you see yourself?

Other texts about being blessed and blessing others
Genesis 15:1-17
Micah 4:1-4 (also Isaiah 2:2-4)
2 Corinthians 9:8-15
1 Timothy 6:17-19

Looking outwards
The experiences of Abraham’s family, and later of the people of Israel in general,
were very often uncomfortable. Abraham's journey to Canaan and the similar
journey followed by the people of the Exodus was filled with dangers from
hostile peoples and a harsh landscape. Settling in to the promised land was not
an easy matter. Later, the difficulties faced by the first Christians and the
persecutions encountered in the period of the early church (as seen in the book
of Acts and revealed by the New Testament letters and the records of early
church history) reveal the cost of discipleship. In many parts of the world today
Christians still face social or economic discrimination or outright persecution.
Parts of this may not feel like much of a “blessing”.
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This can be a reminder to us that God’s chosen people do not exist in isolation.
They are always in relationship with those who are outside the chosen
community. This means that, from the beginning, God’s people are to be
“missionary.” They (we!) are chosen to be a channel of blessing to others.
The call to be a people through whom others are blessed is a call to a wider
mission than self-preservation. God’s people may be tempted to turn inward,
worrying about their own survival or ignoring the wider community amongst
whom they live. We need to remember that we are not the only ones whom
God loves.
❖ In what ways have you been blessed? How are you a blessing to
others?
❖ What can it look like when a person or a faith community turns inward?
❖ In what ways is your faith community blessed?
❖ How can your faith community bless the community around you? What
are some specific actions you could take to do this?
There are two places in our prayer book where the idea of people being blessed
in order that they can share this with others is made explicit. At the end of a
wedding service the priest pronounces the Marriage Blessing. One of the options
for that is as follows:
All praise and glory to you most gracious God,
for in the beginning you created us men and women.
Grant your blessing then, we pray, to N and N,
so that in marriage they may be a source of blessing
to each other and to all,
and live together in holy love until their lives’ end.
Amen.
(ANZPB, p804)
God is asked to bless the couple being married so that they can become a
blessing to each other and to all those they encounter. The introductory notes
to the House Blessing service note that “the blessing of a home encourages
Christians to dedicate their life at home to God and to others.” (ANZPB, p762)
We invite God’s blessing on our homes so that we can be empowered to extend
that blessing to those who come to visit us there.
❖ How does the idea of God blessing you, in your home and relationships,
so that you can bless others appeal to you?
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Living out of our stories
This series of studies has focused on some of the foundational stories of our
faith, accounts and experiences that have formed us as the people of God and
shaped how we understand ourselves and our relationships with God and with
the world around us. Knowing these “family stories” of our ancestors in the faith
can help us navigate our own lives and the lives of the communities in which we
worship and serve. Here, at the end, is an opportunity to go back over the past
few weeks and think about the different topics and how they have affected you.
❖ Are you different now from how you were at the beginning of this Lent?
How have you changed? What has this Lent meant to you?
❖ Do any of the stories particularly resonate with you? Why do you think
that might be?
❖ Did anything challenge you in these studies?
❖ What practical actions have you carried out, as an individual or as part
of your faith community?
❖ What might you plan for the future, as ways to bless the part of God’s
world that you are closest to?

This week think about ways God has blessed you, and how you
might use that as a springboard into blessing others.

THOUGHTS / QUESTIONS / ACTIONS
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Closing Worship
You may like to close each session by praying together. Here are some
possible prayers.
Creator of the universe, infinite and glorious,
you give us laws to save us from our folly;
give us eyes to see your plan unfolding,
your purpose emerging as the world is made;
give us courage to follow the truth
courage to go wherever you lead;
then we shall know blessings beyond our dreams;
then will your will be done.
Kneel in prayer to the Father,
from whom every family in heaven and on earth
takes its name;
that out of the treasures of glory
God may grant us strength and power
through the Spirit in our inmost being;
that Christ, through faith,
may dwell in our hearts in love.
E tō mātou Matua i te rangi
Kia tapu tōu Ingoa.
Kia tae mai tōu rangatiratanga.
Kia meatia tāu e pai ai
ki runga ki te whenua,
kia rite anō ki tō te rangi.
Hōmai ki a mātou āianei
he taro mā mātou mō tēnei rā.
Murua ō mātou hara,
Me mātou hoki e muru nei
i ō te hunga e hara ana ki a mātou.
Āua hoki mātou e kawea kia whakawaia;
Engari whakaorangia mātou i te kino:
Nōu hoki te rangatiratanga, te kaha, me te korōria,
Āke ake ake. Āmine.
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